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Lifting and lowering bariatric deceased safely and easily.

Mortuary Webbing 
Slings
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Mortuary Webbing Slings

The HD Mortuary Webbing Slings have been specifically designed so 
that mortuary technicians can safely lift and lower a bariatric patient 
into a coffin using a five point overhead flat lifting gantry system.

WHY THEY WERE DEVELOPED
Most people currently use expensive manual handling equipment 
such as reusable slings and repo sheets to lift and lower bariatric 
deceased into a coffin. However, because it can be difficult to retrieve 
this equipment from underneath the deceased once in the coffin, 
most of this equipment is lost as it ends up remaining with the 
deceased in the coffin. This is very costly for organisations who have to 
keep replenishing supplies.

OUR SOLUTION
The Hospital Direct Mortuary Webbing Slings Sets consist of five 
separate slings manufactured from a specialist heavy duty webbing 
which are designed to slide easily under the patient’s body bag, attach 
to overhead systems enable staff to lift and lower the deceased safely 
and then pull out easily from under the deceased, once they are in 
position in the coffin. 

PRODUCT DETAILS
Each sling is made from a heavy duty 90mm wide simplex polyester 
webbing and has a SWL of 1.5 tonnes. They are CE marked and 
conform to BSEN 1492-1:2000.

The slings come as a pack of five and are available in 2 sizes – 150cm 
long and 200cm long.

Mortuary Webbing Slings Product Code

Mortuary Webbing Slings – 150cm (Pack of 5) MSS150X5

Mortuary Webbing Slings – 200cm (Pack of 5) MSS200X5
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Low 

Wash at 85°C
Tumble dry on low heat
Iron on low heat
Do not use bleach 
Do Not Use fabric conditioner

72°C
1

Visit our Website 
www.hospitaldirect.co.uk

Before each use, check each strap for signs of wear or damage.

Slide the straps under the deceased in line with the hooks 
on your overhead lifting system; this is generally under the 
deceased person’s head, shoulders, waist, legs and feet area.

Connect the straps to the hooks on the overhead system. Check 
they are all secure.

Lift the deceased and then lower gently into the coffin.

Remove the straps by pulling each out from one side.

The slings can then be wiped clean or laundered ready to be 
used again. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
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Hospital Direct are a Shropshire based UK manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of Patient 
Handling Equipment, PPE and other innovative solutions for healthcare.  We have been supplying 
the NHS and healthcare customers for over 25 years and have an enviable reputation for quality, 
delivery, customer care and service. We supply across the UK and export around the world. If you 
have any questions or need advice please either call or email where we will be delighted to help. 
Packaging: To reduce wastage we use recyclable cardboard boxes for shipping. If you require 
different packaging, please call us to discuss.
Disposal: Dispose of in the normal way in accordance with your organisational procedures.

Contact Our Sales Team
Our customer service and sales team are 
always available to answer any questions 
you may have. Please call or email us 
and we will endeavour to answer as soon 
as possible.

Visit our website / Get a Quote
www.hospitaldirect.co.uk

Email
For sales orders: sales@hdigroup.co.uk
For information: info@hdigroup.co.uk

Phone
+44 (0)1588 640144

Address
Hospital Direct (Marketing) Ltd
Units 3 & 4, The Green  
Clun, Shropshire SY7 8LG

Assessment Guides 
At HD Community we understand 
that not everyone is familiar with 
all equipment so to help therapists 
and healthcare professionals in 
assessing a product’s suitability 
for a client, we have included 
two assessment tools, Functional 
Independence Measure (FIM) and 
Easy Guide Symbols. These will 
enable the Healthcare professional 
to assess their client and decide 
whether or not a product will help 
the person based on their level of 
dependence and functional ability.
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Additional Guide Symbols
We use four symbols throughout 
our catalogue to indicate where 
a product is suitable and safe for 
the person to use unassisted, 
with a single carer or with multiple 
carers. These symbols indicate the 
minimum recommendation.

Person Unassisted Single Carer

Two Carers Four Carers

Functional Independence 
Measure (FIM) Assessment
Our FIM assessment guide for 
each product will help you decide 
the suitability of this product for 
the person’s ability and need.

Based on the standard criteria 
from Level 6 where the person 
can use the product unaided and 
unsupervised to Level 1 where 
all the assistance is provided 
by the carer and the client can 
do nothing, this guide is easy, 
quick and simple to use to check 
suitability against ability and 
circumstance.

BAB logos are applicable to the company management systems only and not the product
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